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What is non static block in java 

 

How to sort the elements in HashMap  

 

How many objects are created for a singleton class 

 

Java violates few objected oriented concepts. Can you explain in what way? 

 

When you say String is immutable, what do you mean by that? Say I have String s = 

"Ness" s= s+"Technologies"; What will happen? If the value gets appended, then 

what is the meaning of immutable here? 

 

What is meant by event handling in SAX parser? 

 

What is meant by Encapsulation? Can you write a class to explain encapsulation? 

 

How does Vector implement synchronization? 

 

What is the purpose of having the concept of overloading? 

 

What is the difference between Checked and Unchecked exception? Give some 

examples 

 

Nullpointer exception is a very common exception. Why is it not made as a checked 

exception? 
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1) What are the fields that you see when you create a vendor?  

 

2) What is recon account? Is it possible to post directly in recon account  

 

3) Why is the internal numbering is not possible for G/l accounts  

 

4) How do u create vendor invoices and journal entries for the same.  

 

5) Blocking a G/L Account 

 

Differences between inline functions and non-inline functions?. 

 

How to count no of occurrence of a unique patterns in perl?  

 

How do you customize ActionServlet? 

 

how to give transparency to JComboBox,JList and JTable 

 

What is Statement TestingStatement  

 

1,You have scripts in Qtp8.2 and some scripts 9.0 ..how to handle ?  

 

What is the main difference between Mvc1 and Mvc2 Architecture?? 
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What is the difference between RequestProcessor and RequestDispatcher? 

 

how to manage session in webgarden ? 

 

how would you manage data if u were not to use sessions or cookies ? 

 

which would be the best to use inproc,outproc or sql server 

 

what is regression testing??? 

 

What is the differnt between Test condition and Test Scenario 

 

features of OOPS 

 

what is multi level inheritance give n example ? 

 

Can we have a private constructor ? 

 

Can we have a private virtual method ? 

 

What is polymorphism ? Explain with examples 

 

What is the difference between and interface and an abstract class ? 
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what is session management ? 

 

How can u manage state ? 

 

how can u manage sessions ? 

 

what is stage management ? (ASP.NET) 

 

Give an example of high severity and high priority bug, and low severity and low 

priority bug. 

 

what is postback implementation?when pre-render event n init event is fired? 


